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                       With more than a lifetime experience traditionally hand engraving crest rings, Dexter are the only seal engravers producing this level of artistic quality in the world today. Please dont take our word for it, enlarge the crest ring images to see the detail.
                       | Alternativly See: Coat of Arms Rings

                       
                        If you order today we will confirm your crest artwork with you prior to commencing any work. If you don’t have a crest, we will make suggestions. If you don’t like any on offer you can suggest your own or obtain a full refund.
                        If you do not know your crest, please use our personal crestArchive service.

                         
                         Example rings engraved with heraldic crests (below) gold & silver
                          rings available to purchase now with YOUR crest SEE PRICES & OPTIONS
                          | Gemstone rings available by quote only
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                            Despite what some people think, a crest is actually part of a coat of arms. An example full  arms is depicted on the left. The crest, as the word suggests, like the crest of a bird, or the crest of a wave, is the top part of a coat of arms. A crest is denoted by a wreath sometimes called a torse; this is the rope at the bottom of the emblem used to tie the crest to the helmet of the arms. 
                            The crest may somtimes include a motto within a ribbon within the engraving.

                            LEFT: Typical Coat of Arms - Red: Showing the Crest

                            RIGHT: Crest Ring Example: Crest denoted by the wreath (rope at the bottom)
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											Parts of The Heraldic Arms

										  Full Coat of Arms The full Heraldic Achievement awarded to individuals passed from one generation to the next. Tends to be engraved onto larger rings.
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											Parts of The Heraldic Arms

										  The CREST was awarded for valour in battle. It was joined to the top of the knight’s helmet in battle for identification. Along with the shield it is heraldically the most important part of the arms. Misnomer: It is part of an arms and the term should not be used to describe the arms as a whole, or the shield.
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											Parts of The Heraldic Arms

										  The contents (charges) of the SHIELD are the crucial part of the arms. The charges of the shield are the graphic representation of the family name it was created for. The profile or outline of the shield however is decorative and can change depending on the era it was depicted in.
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